ABSTRACT
We demonstrate the Rapid Integration & Development Environment (RIDE), a research and development platform that enables rapid prototyping in support of multiagents and embodied conversational agents. RIDE is based on commodity game engines and includes a flexible architecture, system interoperability, and native support for artificial intelligence and machine learning frameworks.
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2 RIDE ARCHITECTURE
RIDE has been designed and developed from the ground up to facilitate rapid prototyping specifically for simulation researchers and developers, following these guidelines:

(1) Leverage real-time game engine technologies that provide core capabilities, including rendering, physics, and audio.
(2) Abstract away from specific game engines in order to provide simulation researchers and developers with the concepts they are most familiar with.
(3) Provide a drag-and-drop development environment that offers reusable blueprints of commonly used functionalities.
(4) Integrate core functionalities into a common framework in order to add combinatorial value.
(5) Offer all of the above through a principled Application Programming Interface (API) that unifies all RIDE functionality in a consistent and easy to use manner.

In order to support a large ecosystem that contains many different developers, researchers, technologies, applications, and organizations, RIDE follows a layered architecture, see Figure 1. The Engine Layer allows RIDE to leverage robust gaming technologies that provide common capabilities, including rendering, physics, animation, pathfinding, User Interface (UI), audio, and network protocols. RIDE is agnostic to any specific game or simulation engine, which avoids vendor lock-in and enables researchers and developers to create simulation scenarios without the need to have experience with a specific engine. Currently, the main target is Unity, through the C# RIDE API, with key capabilities ported to Unreal Engine using C++. The Middleware Layer abstracts and augments the Engine Layer with simulation-specific capabilities, including synthesized terrain, AI agent behaviors, combat system, scenario system, ML interfaces, and networked multi-user capabilities. The Project Layer allows researchers and developers to leverage RIDE as a foundation for their own projects. This incubation layer validates the middleware and allows for robust capabilities to flow back into RIDE and benefit the entire community.

3 RIDE CAPABILITIES
3.1 Synthesized Terrain
Terrain data is a critical component of many simulation systems. Due to the nature of real-world terrain data, especially for military areas, sourcing existing 3D Geospatial data is a resource intensive process both in time, money, and human effort. While there are
with either state machines or behavior trees in order to bootstrap AI and ML experiments, augmenting general data science needs. A serious bottleneck is the ability to create, collect, analyze, and validate quality data that is relevant and readily accessible, in sufficient quantities. RIDE addresses this challenge by combining relevant capabilities into a principled architecture and API, shaped directly by AI R&D needs. As such, it provides a natural environment for AI and ML experiments, augmenting general data science needs.

RIDE enables users to author, test, validate, train, and execute agent behaviors. To this end, initial agent behaviors can be scripted with either state machines or behavior trees in order to bootstrap experiments. Provided behaviors include movement, attacking, and formations, tied to dedicated combat and health systems. Alternatively, networked multiplayer allows multiple teams of users to control avatars in a common synthetic environment, each from their own location and type of hardware (e.g., desktop, mobile).

Both human avatars and bots can be mixed, gathering data to train ML models. RIDE has been used to create and run models in TensorFlow, PyTorch and custom solutions. Results can either directly be run in RIDE through the inference model, by providing individual commands to agents, or by generating behavioral code that leverages atomic actions. See [7] for more details.

3.3 Embodied Conversational Agents

ECAs are interactive, digital characters that perceive real humans and respond appropriately, both verbally and nonverbally. They act as social interface agents that add a social component to the environments in which they are embedded. They provide a standardized experience across users and can be omnipresent and indefatigable in their roles. ECAs have been shown to improve user’s perception of their environment [11], increase interaction time [12], and improve learning outcomes [16].

ICT has widely been recognized as one of the leaders in ECA R&D, including basic research in cognitive architectures [14], audio-visual sensing [15], and character animation simulation [17], as well as applied prototypes for leadership development [10], information dissemination [13], job interview training [8], and life-long learning [18]. Our approach is highly interdisciplinary with a strong focus on integrating both theory and technology into common frameworks [6] [4]. This work has resulted in the Virtual Human Toolkit, a collection of modules, tools, and libraries designed to aid and support researchers and developers with the creation of virtual human conversational characters [9]. The Toolkit is freely available for academic and government purpose use. Recent efforts have resulted in the ability to develop virtual humans for a range of hardware platforms, including web, mobile, AR and VR [5].

Ongoing work integrates these efforts with RIDE, revolving around architecture, capabilities, and content. The Toolkit architecture is modular, using a combination of message passing and direct data streams to facilitate inter-module communication, augmented with a microservices architecture. RIDE has integrated its messaging protocol (VHMsg) built on top of ActiveMQ. This allows interfacing with any of the main Toolkit modules and the capabilities they represent, including natural language processing (NLP) and nonverbal behavior generation. In addition, by leveraging RIDE’s dedicated web services system, commodity AI-related services are provided, including audio-visual sensing, speech recognition, NLP, and text-to-speech generation. Nonverbal behavior realization (e.g., lip-sync, facial expressions, conversational gestures) is directly integrated within RIDE. These capabilities allow agents to observe real human users, create its communicative intent, and realize that intent verbally and nonverbally, synchronized in real-time.

4 DISCUSSION

We demonstrate RIDE, the Rapid Integration & Development Environment, as a foundational platform for R&D in the field of multiagents and embodied conversational agents. RIDE’s focus on rapid prototyping, system interoperability, and architectural flexibility, combined with a range of integrated features (e.g., synthesized terrain, native AI and ML support, multiplatform support), results in a platform that enables researchers and developers to quickly create virtual environments. RIDE is freely available for US government purpose or through a custom license. RIDE is early work and therefore one of its limitations is varied levels of maturity for its features. Future work will extend the number of agents that can run simultaneously, integrate the ability to rapidly create self-avatars, and expand support for Unreal Engine.
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